putting saw to wood. A time to wonder whether you could have avoided a misunderstanding with a customer. A time to say, "That really turned out right;" or, "While I was working I had an idea about a better way to do it." A time to say, "You can't please them all, even when it looks like a good bench to me." "You can't lay on six coats of varnish with a two-day deadline." "You can't get the toughness of teak from pine." A time to ' share the pleasure of a customer who said, "It was everything I hoped!" .
In palliative care there is always an end to the day. It's a great opportunity to talk over your craftsmanship. It's not a sophisticated evaluation but it may be the best you can do with one-off jobs. It's a chance to sharpen your sense of rightness: that's the basis of validity. Reflect on the case. Compare reflections with others who are involved. It's a chance to learn, a chance to rededicate what you know. "It is a pragmatic business, governed by a few very basic principles, and beyond which it is a question of what will or will not work. My way might not be the best way, but it will work." I look .back at the end of a lot of days with pleasure. PAIN It's useful to look at our work in palliative care as a craft. When you can't beat the Grim Reaper with science or miracles you can still try to help the patient. About the commonest job is the relief of pain.
Pain control can appear overwhelmingly cornplex, There are enough neurotransmitters with! potentials for therapeutic intervention to make chess look as easy as tic-tac-toe, But sometimes it's hard to tell whether we are boasting or complaining about the complexity. I remember hearing some discussion about the intricacies of the role of memory in the pain experience. I tried that on a patient, saying: "When you have pain' oriyour : mind, because your memory is full of pain, it· ' can be hard to get your mind off the pain and forget about it." "Yeah." Simple, when the cornplexity of theory is represented as the immediacy ,' of experience.
I am still amazed, when trying to get pain under control, to hear someone ask.v''How is your pain?" (How is your lordship?) Who wants to be thinking about pain? If it's necessary to ask, then ask,' "Are you comfortable?" , , .Everyone knows pain control is important in palliative care, but it was a patient who did more to convert me into a palliative care physician' than anything I had learned about pain control. The nurse who had admitted the patient came out of the latter's room in astonishment: "This new ' patient is in pain but says she doesn't want anything for it; it's a religious experience for her." I had just begun to feel competent at pain control and here was a patient who needed my medical skill but rejected it. I entertained the thought of a psychiatric consultation to determine / confirm that she might be suffering from religious delusions or some form of masochism. Then I wondered: "Who has a right to question her beliefs and values?" I did ask for a consultation, but I asked for the Pastoral Care Service. I was informed that she had a deep, sustained, and consistent religious belief. Moreover, she felt perfectly free to ask for pain control if she had wanted it. Free: not denied comfort by her own misconceptions; not having treatment imposed upon her by my authority as physician.
Pain control is important. But its importance . is not as a' personal challenge to me. My job is to put my craft to the service of the dying patient. Before I can offer the pharmacology of poppy and willow (morphine and aspirin) there must be a relationship based on common understanding, without one-sided, impenetrable, biomedical jar-, gon, grounded in today's (ever changing) science; nor one-sided, incomprehensible theological niceties, grounded in faith ... but understanding derived from some glimmer of common humanity. Common ground will turn out to be tangible, not abstract, formed by a common need for survival in the' face of a threat to iJ; expressed in modes of behavior aimed at engaging or avoiding the threat, and defined by a profound sense that some behavior is right and some wrong. The various combinations of these perceptions are the stuff of common understanding.
The patientwho needed pain control but rejected my form of it brought my apprenticeship to an end. A recent copy of Fine Home Building, a craftsman's journal, contains the following: "It surprises me now to realize that I can actually say at what point I became a carpenter and the difference has had nothing to do with what I have learned of stairwork; it had to do with confidence. I'd looked at carpentry as though it were an exact science. It is a pragmatic business, governed by a few "very basic principles, ana beyond which it . is a question of what will or will not work. My way might not be the best way, but it will work." , "
